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Abstract
Main memory dominates data center server cost, and hence data center operators are exploring alternative technologies such as CXL-attached and persistent memory to improve cost without jeopardizing performance. Introducing multiple tiers of memory introduces new challenges, such as selecting the appropriate memory configuration for a given workload mix. In particular, we observe that inefficient configurations increase cost by up to 2.6× for clients, and resource stranding increases cost by 2.2× for cloud operators. To address this challenge, we introduce TMC, a system for recommending cloud configurations according to workload characteristics and the dynamic resource utilization of a cluster. Whereas prior work utilized extensive simulation or costly machine learning techniques, incurring significant search costs, our approach profiles applications to reveal internal properties that lead to fast and accurate performance estimations. Our novel configuration-selection algorithm incorporates a new heuristic, packing penalty, to ensure that recommended configurations will also achieve good resource efficiency. Our experiments demonstrate that TMC reduces the search cost by up to 4× over the state-of-the-art, while improving resource utilization by up to 17% as compared to a naive policy that requests optimal tiered memory allocations in isolation.
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1 Introduction
Continuing growth in data center applications’ main memory requirements [9, 50, 76], along with the slowdown of DRAM scaling, renders main memory one of the costliest components of data center infrastructure. Moreover, due to the strict service level objectives (SLO) imposed by data center applications, memory is often over-provisioned. Alibaba reported [31] CPU and memory utilization of 38% and 88%, respectively, in their clusters, while Microsoft found [45] that 50% of the provisioned main memory capacity remains untouched by virtual machines (VM). Emerging storage class memories (SCM) [1, 14, 23, 38, 39, 42, 46, 77, 78] promise higher density and lower energy cost while only moderately degrading performance. Memory disaggregation [4, 30, 47, 76] and Compute Express Link (CXL) attached memory [16, 45, 50, 64] enable pooled deployment of recycled, slower, previous-generation memory across a fabric. While remote memory induces higher access latency, it significantly reduces costs, as shown in prior work [4, 40, 45]. Disaggregated, CXL-attached, and persistent memories are practical, as they can be mapped into application virtual address space and accessed using conventional load-store instructions. Although such tiered-memory systems are now increasingly supported by operating systems such as Linux [39, 50, 76, 78], it remains unclear how applications should allocate their data
structures between the faster, more expensive and the slower, less-expensive tiers for maximizing performance per total cost of ownership (TCO).

Cloud providers such as Microsoft Azure [53], Amazon AWS [5], and Google [28] offer Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) to satisfy the computing needs of their clients. In such platforms, optimizing tiered memory systems becomes even more challenging as the optimal allocation of memory now depends on multiple applications and their requirements. The selection of the right resources benefits the cloud provider and client. It reduces the overall computation cost, informs pricing models, and enables providers to build physical systems with the right amount of DRAM and alternative memory technologies.

For instance, as we will show in Section 2.1, a wrong configuration increases the TCO by up to 2.6× for the cloud customer. In addition, the optimization of cloud configurations also determines the overall resource efficiency of a data center. In particular, to reduce resource stranding, an efficient tiered-memory configuration policy also needs to consider the actual available amount of memory in the different tiers.

Optimizing the cloud resource configurations such as the fast to slow memory ratio in tiered memory systems and predicting its performance implications is challenging due to the large search space. Utilizing a brute-force approach, an infeasible number of configurations covering all fast to slow memory ratios and hardware resources needs to be evaluated to devise accurate performance and TCO models. Prior works such as Cherrypick [3] and Selecta [41] have tried to address this challenge by obtaining end-to-end performance measurements of a considerable number of configurations learning the application’s sensitivity to memory bandwidth and latency. These systems utilize Bayesian Optimization (BO) and Collaborative Filtering (CF) to reduce the search space, by predicting the performance of configurations based on a small set of measurements. Nevertheless, these techniques suffer from several shortcomings. BO, for instance, does not generate a performance model, and hence it is unable to explore Pareto-optimal cost-performance trade-offs required to minimize the cost for both the cloud provider and customer (i.e. it predicts only a single performance-optimally configuration). CF [20, 41] has been applied to reduce search overheads, however, its complexity still scales linearly with the number of explored configurations while also failing to provide a performance model.

To overcome these challenges, we introduce the tiered memory configurator (TMC), a mechanism to effectively manage systems with multiple tiers of memory, including the last-level cache (LLC), slow memory (SCM/CXL/remote), and the fast memory (DRAM) tier. TMC recommends near-optimal tiered-memory configurations according to the behavior of the application and the real-time utilization of the data center. Instead of utilizing a machine-learning-based, black-box approach as in prior works, TMC devises a performance model based on the understanding of hardware performance characteristics. Our resulting model only contains a minimal amount of workload-specific variables, which only requires three profile runs of an application. This separates our work from techniques such as simple regression [54], which requires many profile runs to obtain a predictive model. To optimize both performance and cost, our methodology optimizes for a single metric: performance per TCO. In particular, we determine the additional hardware resources that are required to offset a performance degradation to compute the holistic performance per TCO of a system. In addition, we introduce a new heuristic, packing penalty, which penalizes the configurations that lead to resource-stranding. As a result, TMC not only optimizes performance per TCO for a particular user but also ensures efficient real-time resource utilization for the data center operator. In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We investigate hardware-based profiling that can be used to unearth the application-specific properties for estimating performance per TCO.
- We propose a comprehensive memory performance estimation technique that requires only three profile runs.
- We propose a novel optimization mechanism that produces ideal configurations for both cloud customers and providers.
- We show that TMC reduces the search overhead by 3× compared to the state-of-the-art improving resource efficiency in the cloud by 17%.

Figure 1: Execution time and cost analysis for 12 (Slow memory ratio, LLC capacity) configurations (graph500 workload): The slow memory ratio represents the fraction of slow memory in relation to the total memory capacity. The LLC capacity indicates the number of LLC ways allocated in each configuration.
2 Background and Motivation
In this section, we discuss the application of multiple memory tiers in the datacenter. Then we discuss how the selection of the VM’s memory configuration affects resource efficiency.

2.1 Cost Efficiency for Cloud Customers
Public IaaS cloud providers such as Amazon’s EC2 [5] offer their customers a limited number of predefined VM instance types and charge them on a per-hour basis. On the other hand, a few IaaS cloud providers, such as Google’s Compute Engine, further allow cloud users to create a VM instance with a customized number of vCPUs and amount of memory [28]. Prior work [84] has shown that enabling VM customization is beneficial for both the provider and the user. This work targets a future IaaS cloud incorporating both traditional DRAM and additional, slower memory tiers. We expect, that in future clouds, customers will be able to configure the number of vCPUs, the amount of local DRAM, the amount of second-tier memory, and the capacity of the last-level cache (LLC) of their vCPUs in a VM. Cloud providers have the option to leverage technologies like Intel’s cache allocation technology (CAT)[34, 65] or fine-grain cache partitioning techniques such as vantage[65] to dynamically adjust the sizes of the last-level caches for different applications. The IaaS cloud then charges the users based on Equation 1.

\[
\text{Total cost} = \text{VM cost} \times \text{Execution time}
\]

Scaling down a VM configuration reduces its hourly VM cost, however, it also increases the execution time of applications. To minimize the total cost, one must choose a proper configuration that optimizes both. Figure 1 shows the execution time and cost for graph500 utilizing various configurations with different allocations of slow and fast memory as well as different last-level cache sizes. As the fraction of slow memory increases, the total cost is reduced while the run time is increased. This is because the hourly cost savings outweigh the performance penalty of scaling down the VM. However, the total cost eventually increases as the higher run time exceeds the savings in hourly cost. Note that in this experiment, we translate a performance slowdown into cost by computing the additional total number of VMs required to offset the performance degradation. This assumes that applications are throughput-bound, i.e. an increase in execution time can be offset with additional hardware resources. This assumption is typical for data centers that scale user request-level throughput with hardware resources or deploy high fan-out architectures (e.g. Google Websearch) to distribute the execution time of a request across servers.

Table 1 shows the optimal tiered memory ratio and LLC configuration across six different workloads and three memory technologies. Each column represents a specific tiered-memory configuration.

![Figure 2: Costs for best/worst/average configuration, normalized to the average cost of all configurations.](image-url)

Table 1: Diversity of optimal configurations: Each column represents the optimal memory configurations for a specific tiered-memory configuration.
memory tier can be locally attached 3DXP or CXL-attached DRAM/3DXP. Furthermore, while we do not explicitly discuss latency-critical workloads, we efficiently support them through customizable objective functions, e.g., TMC can find the most cost-effective configuration fulfilling a certain SLO requirement (<X% slowdown).

2.2 Resource Efficiency for Cloud Operators

Cloud customers request VM instances of a specific hardware configuration. The cloud’s VM scheduler is responsible for selecting a server that can hold the new VM according to the hardware requirements and the current availability of machines in the cluster. One important aspect for optimizing the cost efficiency of such clouds is to optimize the packing density [70]. If VMs can be packed into fewer machines at a given time, idle machines can be powered down to save energy and cost, or they can be used to run low-priority batch jobs. Packing inefficiency leads to resource stranding where one of the resources (e.g., vCPUs) becomes fully utilized while others (e.g., memory) are not. Existing cluster schedulers [27, 29, 71] consider packing efficiency during job scheduling to maximize cloud resource utilization. However, they fail to be effective if the resource demand of the VM workload is fundamentally unbalanced. For example, if all workloads at a given moment request disproportionately large amounts of DRAM, a large amount of second-tier memory can be left unused. VM configurations need to adapt based on the real-time resource utilization of the cloud.

We thus investigate the potential upper-bound benefit of considering packing efficiency when choosing a tiered memory configuration. In particular, we determine the optimal slow-to-fast memory ratio based on resource availability. We evaluate 15 different workload mixes consisting of 4 applications each and compute the benefit provided by the resource-optimal policy considering packing efficiency over a naive policy. For additional information regarding the workload mix, please refer to Section 4. The naive policy requests optimal tiered memory allocations for each individual application in isolation, whereas the resource-optimal policy considers the availability of physical hardware resources.

For instance, if a machine contains 3× more slow than fast memory, the resource-optimal policy reserves 0.5× fast and 1.5× slow memory regardless of what the actual optimal slow-to-fast memory ratio of an application is. As shown in Figure 3, the resource-optimal policy achieves up to 2.2× higher packing efficiency than the naive cost-optimal configuration, motivating the consideration of both configuration cost and packing efficiency.

2.3 Performing Optimal Resource Allocation

Resource allocation in tiered memory systems must be performed whenever an application is submitted to the cluster, considering the workload’s requirements and currently available physical resources. Performing optimal allocations is generally unfeasible due to the large search space of configurations and resources that need to be explored. It is crucial to minimize the required time for identifying a good memory configuration for a workload since the primary objective of using tiered memory systems is to reduce the total cost of ownership (TCO). In particular, the runtime cost of determining a near-optimal configuration should be significantly lower than executing the workload. Prior works tried to address this challenge mainly through black-box machine learning techniques.

Machine learning. Machine learning techniques [52, 58, 67, 69] such as KNN, Support Vector Machines (SVM), or regression can predict application performance under a specific machine configuration. However, traditional machine learning methods are not aware of search cost considerations and often require a large number of samples.

Collaborative filtering. Collaborative filtering [20, 41] predicts the performance of an unknown application across various configurations using sparse performance data obtained from profiling training workloads. However, systems like Selecta [41] need substantial training on diverse workloads and configurations to achieve accurate predictions.

Bayesian Optimization. Previous works [3] propose the use of Bayesian optimization (BO) to minimize the search cost in optimizing an objective function that maps a specific configuration to an execution cost. BO treats the objective function as a black box and aims to find an optimal solution with minimal samples. However, incorporating resource efficiency goals with BO is challenging, as it requires initiating a new search every time resource utilization changes, leading to increased search costs.

3 TMC Design

In this section we describe how TMC produces tiered memory and LLC configurations optimizing cost efficiency for both the cloud provider and user.
Figure 4: Workflow of TMC. The frequency table records the memory access rate (MAR) and size of each data structure, while the cache miss curve estimates the overall memory access rate by considering the number of allocated last-level cache (LLC) ways.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fast_max</td>
<td>0% slow memory, maximum LLC size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fast_min</td>
<td>0% slow memory, minimum LLC size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slow_max</td>
<td>100% slow memory, maximum LLC size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Reference configurations

3.1 Overview

TMC requires 3 inputs: i) the workload submitted by a cloud customer, ii) the cost model stating the price of slow and fast memory as well as the cost of an LLC way, and iii) the latest resource utilization of the available hardware. To enable its performance predictions, TMC monitors the memory consumption of an application during a profiling stage. TMC then automatically determines two VM parameters: the near-optimal memory ratio of local DRAM and slow memory and the number of LLC-ways allocated to the VM.

In line with prior work [23, 74], we observe that the characteristics above are almost always data-structure specific. As a result, our proposed methodology determines application properties such as memory access rate on a per data-structure level and not on raw page data. One advantage of this design choice is that it takes advantage of application semantics, allowing for memory data access tracking at a coarser granularity. This results in reduced memory consumption for storing access statistics, lower sampling overhead, higher accuracy, and independence from the OS page size. For example, in our applications (as shown in Table 5), we have up to 30 data structures, which would require only 960 bytes of memory for storing access statistics, assuming a conservative overhead of 32 bytes per data structure. Additionally, while it is challenging to track the access rate for individual pages of 4 KiB or 2 MiB using existing techniques [1, 24, 51, 61] such as Intel’s precise event-based sampling (PEBS), assessing the access rate at the data structure level is straightforward.

Being agnostic to the OS page size is also important for applications that utilize huge pages [51]. To enable data-structure profiling, each memory allocation needs to be associated with a tag that links to a specific data structure. In line with prior work [23], our prototype offers a customized memory allocation interface enabling the user or an automated script can provide a tag. Memory allocated for distinct data structures (e.g., sharing the same tag) will be served from separate memory chunks of coarse-grained memory units of e.g. 2 MiB. Consequently, data from different data structures can be prevented from sharing the same page. The procedure for annotating data structures typically starts by pinpointing the source-code locations where substantial memory allocations occur. These allocations are then substituted with our customized memory allocator that includes an extra tag passed as an argument. To prevent overlooking any allocations, one can utilize an LD_PRELOAD wrapper to intercept all malloc calls and trace the call stack. Regarding containers, our prototype utilizes a customized allocator, guaranteeing that all allocations made by these containers receive appropriate tagging. In our experimental work, we find ourselves modifying an average of 23 lines of code for the benchmarks. In Section 3.6, we discuss an automated approach to assign tags, eliminating any burden to the programmer.

Figure 4 outlines the workflow of TMC. TMC initially measures important application properties, including the memory access rate, observed latency, and memory level parallelism (MLP), alongside the execution time of the workload under three reference configurations (fast_min, fast_max, and slow_max). Note that while our current approach selects only three reference configurations, incorporating additional reference points would enhance the model’s accuracy, albeit with an associated increase in search cost. Detailed information about these reference configurations can be found in Table 2. In Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, we demonstrate how
TMC utilizes these application properties and the execution time of the reference configurations, to facilitate efficient and accurate performance estimation. An accurate performance estimation model allows TMC to select appropriate configurations for the tiered memory. For each configuration with different sizes of LLC, fast memory, and slow memory, we utilize Equation 1 to calculate the total cost. It should be noted that the cost of the virtual machine (VM) for each configuration is determined by the cloud’s price profile. Further details about the price profile used in our experiment can be found in Section 4.1. Furthermore, in Section 3.4, we will showcase the application of the estimated performance profiles in guiding data placement in tiered memory systems. TMC generates data placement instructions based on data structure hotness, and a hybrid memory-aware allocator enforces per-data structure limits to optimize the efficiency of the tiered memory system.

### 3.2 TMC Performance Model

In this section, we analyze prior work on application performance modeling and then propose an improved model that can handle tiered memory systems. Our model is based on prior work [15] that proposed Eq. 2 to quantify the relationship between off-chip memory accesses and the application performance in a homogeneous system (e.g. DRAM-only). Table 3 shows the performance metrics used by the devised models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPI</td>
<td>Cycle Per Instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPI(_{cache})</td>
<td>CPI in a system with perfect LLC cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>Memory access rate (accesses per instruction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR(_{slow})</td>
<td>Memory access rate to second-tier memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>Effective memory level parallelism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_{\text{dram}})</td>
<td>Effective DRAM latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_{\text{slow}})</td>
<td>Effective slow-memory latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta L)</td>
<td>Latency increase in slow memory over fast memory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Performance metric list with definitions.**

Eq.3:

\[
\text{CPI} = \text{CPI}_{\text{cache}} + \frac{\text{MAR} \times L_{\text{dram}}}{\text{MLP}} + \frac{\text{MAR}_{\text{slow}} \times \Delta L}{\text{MLP}}
\]

Equation 3 signifies that various factors influence the performance of applications in tiered memory systems. These factors include the on-core performance (CPI\(_{\text{cache}}\)), the memory access rate (MAR and MAR\(_{\text{slow}}\)), the sensitivity to memory latency (\(\Delta L\)), and the presence of memory level parallelism (MLP).

- **On-core performance.** The on-core cycles (CPI\(_{\text{cache}}\)) exclusively account for the non-blocking CPU cycles, excluding the cycles spent waiting for memory stalls. The consumption of on-core cycles by an application depends on the specific CPU microarchitecture and the nature of the application, such as whether it is computation-intensive or memory-intensive.

- **Memory access rate.** The overall memory access rate (MAR) is influenced by the application’s memory access pattern and the size of the CPU cache. In the presence of memory tiering, a portion of the memory access is fulfilled by the slower second-tier memory, depending on the size of the second-tier memory and the data structures placed within it.

- **Memory latency.** The effective memory latency can be highly dependent on the access pattern of the application [8, 11, 32, 35, 46, 79]. For instance, the queuing delay within the memory subsystem depends on the memory bandwidth, while the access patterns affect the probability of DRAM row hits. Thus, we assess the average end-to-end memory latency for each application individually.

- **Memory level parallelism.** Memory accesses incur significant latency and result in prolonged CPU stalls. To mitigate some of this latency, modern Out-of-Order CPUs execute multiple memory accesses concurrently. Memory level parallelism (MLP) denotes the average number of concurrent, outstanding memory accesses during the execution of a program. It is important to note that in this paper, we refer to MLP as effective MLP, which is determined not only by the application’s structure (instruction parallelism) but also by the limitations imposed by the underlying memory system hardware (such as the instruction window’s hardware constraints on parallelism).

### 3.3 Inferring Tiered-Memory Performance

We now describe the methodology of collecting application properties for informing TMC’s performance model. We assume that performance properties such as on-core performance (CPI\(_{\text{cache}}\)), effective MLP, and effective first and second-tier memory latency (\(L_{\text{dram}}\) and \(L_{\text{slow}}\)) are not affected by the tiered memory configuration. This assumption is based on the observation that memory tiers differ on the
Memory-system, but not CPU-core level, and has been validated through experiments. Table 4 provides an overview of the application properties collected during the profiling stage and outlines the specific granularity at which these performance properties are observed.

**PMU Counters.** Our TMC simulator in Section 4 emulates hardware performance monitoring unit (PMU) counters that measure on-core, non-blocking CPU cycles, MLP, and memory access latency. The on-core CPI and MLP are obtained by averaging measurements of the three reference configurations (Table 2). Additionally, the access latency \( L_{\text{dram}} \) of the first-tier memory can be measured in either the fast max or fast min reference configuration, while the slow memory's latency \( L_{\text{slow}} \) can be measured in slow max. Contemporary CPUs offer the following hardware performance counters to capture the required application properties:

- **On-core cycles.** All X86 processors support PMU counters to measure the total CPU cycles \( \text{CPU_CLK_UNHALTED \_CORE} \) and memory stalls \( \text{CYCLE\_ACTIVITY.STALLS\_L3\_MISS} \) from which the on-core CPU cycles can be derived.
- **MLP and memory access latency.** Due to the lack of general performance counters in contemporary Intel CPUs to directly measure MLP and average memory latency, one approach is to indirectly assess them by computing the amortized performance penalty using the application properties collected in fast max and slow max. Further details about this approach can be found in Section 5.

**Memory access rate.** The memory access rate (or LLC miss rate), non-linearly depends on the last-level cache (LLC) size and the spatial and temporal locality characteristics of an application. To estimate the memory access rate for different LLC sizes (number of ways), we utilize the concept of cache miss cycles as proposed by Qureshi [60]. These curves are derived from per-set hit counters using the LRU stack property. By measuring a cache miss curve in any of the three reference configurations, we can approximate the overall access rate \( \text{MAR} \) based on the number of allocated LLC ways. After determining the memory access rate, TMC needs to estimate the fraction of accesses that are served by the second-tier memory \( \text{MAR}_{\text{slow}} \). Therefore, we introduce the frequency table, which is constructed from application memory traces during the profiling step, by tracking the accesses and memory region for each data structure. Each memory access is mapped back to its corresponding data structure to update its access count. Data structure access frequencies can be obtained via Intel’s Precise Event-Based Sampling (PEBS) and other similar hardware sampling techniques that enable the recording of LLC-miss addresses directly. We will investigate the implication of the PEBS sampling rate on accuracy and performance overheads in Section 5. The frequency table enables TMC to rank data structures according to their “hotness”, which is used for determining data placement in the fast and slow memory tiers (Section 3.4). In particular, the slow-memory access rate is estimated as the cumulative access rate of data structures placed in the slow memory. In the example shown in Figure 4, assuming a working-set size of 2.5 GiB, when the slow memory ratio is 20% (512 MiB), the data structures Hash (384 MiB) and List1 (128 MiB) will be placed in the slow memory. Therefore, the access rate to the second-tier memory can be estimated as the accumulated access rate of Hash and List1 (i.e. 0.8).

**LLC-specific memory access rate.** To determine the optimal number of LLC-ways for an application, TMC needs to estimate the slow-memory access rate for a given LLC size. A naive approach would be to measure the slow-memory access rate under every configuration, collecting a frequency table for each LLC-size configuration introducing a significant profiling overhead. We address this challenge through an approximation methodology that requires only two frequency tables obtained when running fast min and fast max. We define the r% slow-memory miss curve as a curve depicting how the slow-memory access rate changes over the LLC size with a slow memory ratio of r%. The approximation is based on the assumption that all slow-memory miss curves of an application are likely to have the same slope. For instance, the “knee” in the 50% slow-memory miss curve is expected to occur at the same position (e.g. LLC ways = 3) as in the cache miss curve. The process is detailed in Figure 5. First, for each slow memory ratio r%, the access rate to the second-tier memory is known only for \( \langle \text{slow memory}=r\% \text{, LLC}=\text{MIN} \rangle \) and \( \langle \text{slow memory}=r\% \text{, LLC}=\text{MAX} \rangle \), which constitute the start and end points of the r% slow-memory miss curve. To approximate the complete miss curve for the target ratio, we first align the cache miss curve with the start point of the slow-memory miss curve (step 2) and then scale it vertically to fit the endpoint (step 3).

### Table 4: Application properties and their profiling level (application level or data structure level).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>CPU cycles</th>
<th># Instructions</th>
<th>Memory Latency</th>
<th>MLP</th>
<th>Cache miss curve</th>
<th>Access frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>app.</td>
<td>app.</td>
<td>app.</td>
<td>app.</td>
<td>app.</td>
<td>app.</td>
<td>struct.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
slow memory. TMC utilizes a policy based on the access count per MiB as determined by \[ \frac{\text{Access Count}}{\text{Size}} \] to represent the hotness of a data structure.

As illustrated in Figure 4, in addition to determining the tiered memory configuration, TMC generates data placement instructions that are utilized at runtime. These instructions take into account the optimal allocation between the first and second-tier memory, as well as the hotness of each data structure. Based on this information, we can determine the appropriate allocation of first-tier memory for each data structure. For example, in the case presented in Figure 4, assuming the determined optimal slow memory capacity is 256 MiB and fast memory capacity is 1024 MiB, TMC allocates 130 MiB of fast memory and 256 MiB of slow memory for the Hash data structure while placing all other data structures into fast memory since they are considered hotter. At runtime, a hybrid memory-aware TMC memory allocator enforces the per-data structure limit on DRAM capacity. This allocator ensures that the allocated memory for each data structure adheres to the defined limits optimizing the tiered memory system efficiency. In our present implementation, we utilize Jemalloc hooks to allocate data structures within distinct arenas. The differentiation is achieved through tags assigned either by programmers or the language runtime, as elaborated in Section 3.6.

While prior work such as X-MEM [23] has proposed more complex policies that consider MLP for data structure placement, we observed that such an approach only provides a few performance improvements over a policy based on access count. In addition, X-MEM introduces a 40× slowdown as it must use expensive application instrumentation to analyze continuous memory access traces in order to distinguish memory access patterns e.g. pointer chasing, sequential, or random.

### 3.5 Optimizing Packing Efficiency

The performance estimation model, as discussed in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, serves the purpose of predicting the execution time for a given configuration. To determine the values of \( C_i \) and \( C_{\min} \) for use in Algorithm 1, one can leverage the estimated execution time and unit cost associated with the specific configuration, as described in Equation 2. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of our configuration selection. Our selection algorithm consists of two rounds. In the first round, we identify all configurations that satisfy the cost-performance objective of the customer. If the estimated cost of a configuration is within a threshold \( T \) of the estimated optimal cost, we consider it as a cost-optimal. In the second round, we pick a configuration that maximizes the resource efficiency for the cloud provider. We propose a new heuristic, packing penalty, to evaluate the impact of a configuration on the resource efficiency in the cloud: a configuration with a lower packing penalty makes more efficient usage of cloud resources and vice versa.

The packing penalty is calculated as the dot product of the per-data structure limit on DRAM capacity. This allocator ensures that the allocated memory for each data structure adheres to the defined limits optimizing the tiered memory system efficiency. In our present implementation, we utilize Jemalloc hooks to allocate data structures within distinct arenas. The differentiation is achieved through tags assigned either by programmers or the language runtime, as elaborated in Section 3.6.

While prior work such as X-MEM [23] has proposed more complex policies that consider MLP for data structure placement, we observed that such an approach only provides a few performance improvements over a policy based on access count. In addition, X-MEM introduces a 40× slowdown as it must use expensive application instrumentation to analyze continuous memory access traces in order to distinguish memory access patterns e.g. pointer chasing, sequential, or random.

### 3.5 Optimizing Packing Efficiency

The performance estimation model, as discussed in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, serves the purpose of predicting the execution time for a given configuration. To determine the values of \( C_i \) and \( C_{\min} \) for use in Algorithm 1, one can leverage the estimated execution time and unit cost associated with the specific configuration, as described in Equation 2. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of our configuration selection. Our selection algorithm consists of two rounds. In the first round, we identify all configurations that satisfy the cost-performance objective of the customer. If the estimated cost of a configuration is within a threshold \( T \) of the estimated optimal cost, we consider it as a cost-optimal. In the second round, we pick a configuration that maximizes the resource efficiency for the cloud provider. We propose a new heuristic, packing penalty, to evaluate the impact of a configuration on the resource efficiency in the cloud: a configuration with a lower packing penalty makes more efficient usage of cloud resources and vice versa.

The packing penalty is calculated as the dot product of the per-data structure limit on DRAM capacity. This allocator ensures that the allocated memory for each data structure adheres to the defined limits optimizing the tiered memory system efficiency. In our present implementation, we utilize Jemalloc hooks to allocate data structures within distinct arenas. The differentiation is achieved through tags assigned either by programmers or the language runtime, as elaborated in Section 3.6.

![Figure 5: Estimating LLC-specific memory access rate with the cache miss curve. The approximation assumes that all slow-memory miss curves of an application exhibit a similar slope.](image)
scenario with two resource types: fast memory and slow memory. We have identified two cost-optimal candidate configurations: Config_1 requires 0.2 GiB of fast memory and 0.8 GiB of slow memory, while Config_2 requires 0.8 GiB of fast memory and 0.2 GiB of slow memory. Suppose the fast memory is under high pressure (e.g., 70% utilization), while the slow memory is relatively idle (e.g., 20% utilization). In this case, we would prefer Config_1 due to its lower packing penalty (0.2 × 0.7 + 0.8 × 0.2 = 0.3) compared to Config_2 (0.8 × 0.7 + 0.2 × 0.2 = 0.6).

3.6 Discussion

Application transparency. We now explore several options to alleviate the adoption of the TMC methodology. First, TMC can by implemented as part of the language runtime, eliminating the need for developers to annotate memory allocations manually. In modern C++, heap memory objects are typically managed using smart pointers (e.g., std::make_unique<T>) or STL containers (e.g., std::vector<T>). Therefore, we can delegate the tagging responsibility to the language runtime. For example, the STL container can utilize the type information T as the tag for its memory allocation. Alternatively, we can allow the memory allocator to dynamically generate a tag at runtime by examining the call stack. This approach leverages the fact that the same memory allocation call site always allocates memory objects of the same type.

Bandwidth. Our prediction model assumes that the end-to-end memory latency of an application is relatively stable across different configurations. We found that this assumption holds as long as the memory bandwidth of the system is not overly saturated, particularly less than 80% of the peak. As demonstrated in prior studies [25, 35, 36, 79], there is a "knee" in the bandwidth-latency curve at around 80% of the maximal bandwidth. For most of the operating range, memory latency is relatively flat, however, it increases exponentially after the "knee". As reported in [35], the "knee" for 3DXP when dealing with random read workload is at around 10 GiB/s where the latency increases from 300ns to 400ns. Our technique assumes that the cloud provider enforces workload mixes via scheduling that consumes at most 80% of a machine’s DRAM bandwidth. This has been naturally the case for all workload mixes evaluated in this paper. Google has reported [37] that data center applications are almost exclusively DRAM latency and not bandwidth limited.

Tail latency. While TMC predicts latency (execution time), it currently does not allow predicting tail latency. We assume that other tail-latency mitigating techniques are deployed [19] and as a result, the application is not too tail-latency sensitive. This approach should apply to sufficient application areas, as Google has reported that high-priority workloads run on dedicated and not shared machines [7]. Prior works predicting optimal configurations also do not consider tail latency [3, 41].

Application specific MLP. Prior work has proposed measuring data structure specific MLP by extending the memory controller [46] or by adding expensive instrumentation [23]. However, our study indicates that replacing application specific MLP with data structure specific MLP provides little improvement over the prediction accuracy (less than 1%). Hence, our work measures the MLP of the application, assuming MLP is identical across different memory configurations. Our approach has shown to be accurate when applied in real systems for predicting application performance (Section 5).

Noisy profiles. If the profiling runs of an application happen to be scheduled on a machine that is under abnormal conditions e.g., overloaded, TMC might produce a performance model that is not representative of the machines in the cluster. To overcome this problem, we can design a micro-benchmark that performs operations exercising different resources in the system, and that is executed periodically in the machines of the cluster, reporting back the representative metrics. We will schedule the profiling runs on a machine whose condition is consistent with the common machines in the cluster.

Dynamic tiering. In data centers, applications are recompiled, deployed, and profiled multiple times a day, enabling TMC to adapt to changing inputs, application characteristics, and hardware resources. Google [13] has shown that input characteristics change slowly and that profiles only become outdated over weeks. TMC can be deployed as an always-on system that constantly profiles and re-allocates memory for new application invocations based on the existing hardware resources. TMC provides accurate predictions with low PEBS sampling overhead as demonstrated in Section 5. In such a dynamic environment, the improved search time provided by TMC over prior work is particularly important.

Practicality in Cloud Deployments. In private clouds PEBS access is not an issue. Linux supports PMU virtualization with vPMU. AWS supports the virtualization of core PMUs. Finally, clients can also pre-profile their workloads on native machines and then submit the information to the cloud operator.

4 Evaluation in Simulation

In this section, we first present our experiment methodology. We then analyze the effectiveness of TMC.

4.1 Experimental setup

Cloud VM simulation. We simulate physical hardware in the cloud using the cycle-accurate simulator Scarab [33]. We modify Scarab to implement the required performance
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Structs.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Model a vacuum flat space-time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>BFS search on an undirected graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Workload C in YCSB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Monte Carlo neutron transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Opt. routing cost of a chip design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Preconditioned conjugate gradient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Description of the benchmarks including the required number of annotated data structures (i.e. tags) for each application.

We compare TMC with the following baselines: i) Exhaustive search (ES) finds cost-optimal configurations by running all the configurations. It provides an upper bound on the overall performance. ii) Random (Rand) selects a configuration randomly from a set of candidate configurations without any test runs. iii) Bayesian Optimization (BO) is a state-of-the-art solution that has been used in prior work [3] to reduce the number of samples to reach a cost-optimal configuration. In our experiment, we set the Expected Improvement (EI) to 5% and use three initial samples.
The second goal of TMC is to increase packing efficiency. We determine the compact cluster size by progressively reducing the cluster size until the job is rejected due to insufficient available machines. A smaller compact size indicates a higher level of packing efficiency, as it indicates fewer machine resources are required to sustain the workload.

Figure 8 compares the compact cluster size and the average running cost achieved by the evaluated schemes. Since the Bayesian Optimization (BO) methodology does not prioritize resource efficiency and only tries to optimize the search cost, we do not include it in this comparison. The compact cluster size and the average running cost are normalized to the ES configuration. As can be seen in Section 4.2, exhaustive search recommends actual cost-optimal configurations, however, it entails significant search overheads. As compared to ES, TMC reduces the compact cluster size by 17% and introduces only a 1.5% higher cost. In addition, we also observe that TMC can indeed control the quality of the recommended configurations and achieve a significantly lower execution cost compared to a randomly selected configuration.

### 4.3 Improving Packing Efficiency

The second goal of TMC is to increase packing efficiency for the cloud operator without introducing a significant cost increase for the customer. For the cost increase, we set the threshold $T$ to 2.5% so that the recommended configuration can be at most 2.5% more costly than the optimal configuration. The compact cluster size [70] refers to the minimum cluster size required to accommodate a given workload. In our work, we utilize the compact cluster size as a metric to assess the packing efficiency of the cloud. We determine the

### 4.4 Threshold Sensitivity Study

We next study the impact of the threshold $T$. A larger threshold $T$ allows more configurations to be deemed cost-optimal, enabling TMC to increase further resource efficiency. Additional details about the threshold $T$ can be found in Section 3.5. For example, when the $T$ increases from 0% to 2.5% (resp., 7.5%), TMC can boost resource efficiency by reducing the compact cluster size by 25% (resp., 32%) as shown in Figure 8. On the other hand, increasing $T$ also lowers the stand overall performance of the cost-optimal configurations, increasing the execution cost. For example, the average cost execution of the configurations recommended by the TMC is 1.1%, 2.6%, and 7.9% higher than the optimal cost when the threshold $T$ is 0%, 2.5% and 7.5% respectively.

### 4.5 Memory Tiering Sensitivity Analysis

This experiment investigates the effectiveness of TMC under various tiered memory architectures. The two Local configurations deploy slow memory locally via DIMMs: 128L attaches one 128 GiB 3DXP module and 256L attaches two 128 GiB modules to each node. The current 3DXP modules only come in capacities of 128GB, 256GB and 512GB. As a result, Local can only increase the memory capacity at a very coarse granularity. The four Pool configurations explore rack-scale pooled deployment enabled by the emerging CXL technology to connect slow memories to 8 nodes via a CXL fabric: 128P / 384P / 640P / 896P respectively provide 128 / 384 / 640 / 896 GiB of 3DXP memory in the pool. For each such far memory configuration, we evaluate two configurations of local DRAM with either 24 GiB or 48 GiB per machine.
Figure 8: Efficiency of TMC’s configuration selection (normalized to ES). TMC increases the efficiency while minimizing the cost penalty for the customer.

Figure 9: Effectiveness of TMC under various configurations of tiered memory.

Figure 10: PEBS sampling overhead. We choose prime SIs to avoid bias from periodicities like prior work [49].

We run the 15 workload mixes under various tiered memory configurations to observe the average compact cluster size of each configuration shown in Figure 9. First, we demonstrate that TMC improves resource efficiency in nearly all architectures as compared to other approaches. For example, TMC reduces the compact cluster size on average by 30% (resp. 13%) as compared to ES when the DRAM size per machine is 48 GiB (resp. 24 GiB). Second, we observe that the 384P and 640P already allow TMC to achieve optimal resource efficiency when the size of the local DRAM is 24 GiB and 48 GiB respectively. 384P and 640P effectively provision 48 GiB and 80 GiB far memory per node. On the other hand, Local only allows the memory to be expanded at the coarser 128 GiB granularity, potentially leading to the over-provisioning and stranding of slow memory. Finally, data center operators must comprehensively consider both platform cost and resource efficiency in order to find an optimal server configuration. We particularly note two interesting examples: i) Doubling the local DRAM from 24 GiB to 48 GiB reduces the compact cluster size for all approaches; However, it also introduces significantly higher per-machine costs, ii) 640P reduces platform cost by requiring 37.5% less 3DXP memory as compared to 128L; however, TMC (T=7.5%) achieves 14% lower resource efficiency in a 640P.

5 Real System Experiments

Simulation allows us to easily observe any application properties and thus enables us to quickly verify our proposed techniques on the performance estimation and the configuration selection. In this section, we introduce a proof-of-concept implementation and partly verify the applicability of using TMC in real systems. In particular, we build a working prototype that can predict how the run time changes
We utilize precise event-based sampling (PEBS) to intercept samples of memory accesses to estimate the access frequency of data structures. PEBS captures a snapshot of the processor state upon certain configurable hardware events. We program PEBS to monitor `MEM_LOAD RETIRED.L3.MISS` events. PEBS can be configured with a sampling interval (SI). For a sampling interval of $n$, PEBS captures every $n^{th}$ event into a buffer. When the PEBS buffer is full, an interrupt is triggered, during which TMC records the CPU state in a software-accessible buffer. We only record the virtual address accessed by CPU misses. The sampled memory accesses are then written to a file in a separate thread. As discussed in Section 3.3, we count the sampled accesses to different data structures in the offline analysis. We multiply the number of sampled memory accesses by the sampling interval ($n$) to estimate the actual access frequencies.

Due to the lack of general, well-documented performance counters that allow us to measure the MLP as well as the average memory latency in contemporary Intel CPUs, our current implementation measures MLP and the latency sensitivity of an application indirectly. In particular, we measure the amortized performance penalty introduced by accessing the slow memory. The amortized performance penalty takes into consideration both the latency-sensitivity as well as the effect of memory level parallelism on an application. We measure the CPI of an application in the DRAM-only configuration ($CPI_{\text{DRAM}}$), CPI in the configuration where all data is placed in the slow memory ($CPI_{\text{slow}}$), as well as the number of accesses to the slow memory ($MPI_{\text{slow}}$). The amortized performance penalty can then be computed via Eq. 4. The performance impact associated with placing data to the slow memory can be estimated by simply multiplying the access rates to the slow memory (estimated) and the amortized performance penalty.

$$\text{Perf penalty} = \frac{\Delta L}{MLP} = \frac{CPI_{\text{slow}} - CPI_{\text{DRAM}}}{MPI_{\text{slow}}} \quad (4)$$

### 5.1 Evaluation

**Setup.** To evaluate the proposed scheme, we use a server equipped with a Xeon Gold 5218 processor and a tiered memory hierarchy with six 32 GiB DRAM DIMMs (192 GiB in total) and a 128 GiB Intel DC Persistent Memory.

**Overhead.** We first study the overhead introduced by PEBS which is important as it impacts the search cost of TMC. Figure 10 shows the sampling overhead for different
SIs compared to the application execution time without PEBS monitoring. The PEBS sampling overhead is comprised of induced pipeline flushes due to the PEBS assist, and the overhead for handling extra interrupts [2]. High sampling rates results in substantial performance overhead. With a SI of two, the performance overhead can be as high as 102.1% (41.4% on average). We configure PEBS to use a large sampling interval (10007). With such a large SI, we observe virtually no overhead (< 1%) due to PEBS sampling across all workloads.

**Access-rate estimation.** In our experiment, we move data structures of an application to the slow memory tier one by one in a random order and then measure the ground-truth number of accesses to the slow memory and the ground-truth run-time. Figure 11 shows the number of accesses to slow memory depending on the amount of data allocated in slow memory. We show the ground-truth and estimated number of accesses to the slow memory. As we can see, we achieve high accuracy in estimating the access frequencies even at a relatively low sampling rate (SI = 10007). The inaccuracies in the workload xhpcg is likely caused by the shadow effect of PEBS [80].

**Performance estimation.** Figure 12 shows the ground-truth and estimated run-time depending on the amount of application data allocated in slow memory. Overall, TMC achieves high accuracy in estimating the amortized performance penalty of different applications and, as a result, is capable of producing accurate predictions on the execution time of the application. This observation demonstrates that our assumption on the MLP and the memory latency as stated in Section 3.2 holds in most of the cases. However, we also observe that there is a relatively high prediction error (7%) on the performance although TMC achieves high accuracy in estimating the access rate for the cactusBSSN workload as shown in Figure 11a. The cactusBSSN workload presents an interesting example where the assumption that MLP / memory latency is identical across different memory configurations might not hold. However, we argue that adding new hardware [46] or using costly instrumentation [23] (40× slowdown) to capture the data structure specific MLP just for improving the accuracy for a few applications is not justified.

6 Related Work

**Data tiering solutions.** Hybrid memory systems have been proposed to allocate performance-sensitive data in first-tier memory and performance-insensitive data in second-tier memory, seeking to maintain performance at a lower cost. Given a fixed allocation between the first and second tier memory, prior work [1, 14, 23, 38, 39, 42, 46, 77, 78] can determine the best memory type for a given data item. While these prior works can provide raw performance guarantees, they are insufficient in the cloud setting, where operators and customers need to consider optimal cost efficiency as well.

Prior work on online data migration is complementary to our work. Meta’s TPP [50] distinguishes between anonymous and file-backed allocations, preferring to place file-backed allocations in the slow tier. Increasingly, researchers [43, 50, 76] try to implement a proactive demotion approach that achieves two goals: the first is to always have free memory in the hot tier for hot pages by choosing separate high water mark and low water mark for the hot tier; the second is to use machine learning to guide proactive freeing of that memory [43, 45].

**Memory profiling methodology.** Previous research [1, 24, 51, 61, 72, 73, 78] has investigated different techniques for capturing application access patterns. Linux’s page management approach [72, 73, 78] utilizes the hardware access bit to distinguish between hot and cold pages, aiding page replacement decisions. However, relying solely on scanning the accessed bit cannot accurately estimate the access rate of pages. It can only indicate recent access without counting the number of accesses. Frequent analysis of the access bit requiring TLB shootdowns is infeasible due to the performance overhead.

Another approach to assess the data access frequency is page sampling and poisoning, employed by works including Thermostat [1], TPP [51] and AutoNUMA [62]. These works utilize TLB misses as a proxy for memory accesses, which can introduce substantial inaccuracies for measuring the access rate.

Application [23] instrumentation represents another approach used for memory tracing and determining the access frequencies of different data structures. However, this method introduces substantial profiling overheads, resulting in a slowdown of up to 40 times. Additionally, it fails to account for the memory hierarchy, in particular, it is unaware of the filtering effect of CPU caches.

PEBS has been considered an effective option for tracking hot pages and has been explored in works such as HeMem [61] and TMTS [24]. However, our work differs in focus. While those works aim to select hot pages, our goal is to accurately measure the access rate. TMTS recognizes that some hot pages may be missing from PEBS sampling and resorts to page scanning as a last resort. This is not necessary in our approach. By leveraging application semantics, our method tracks memory access at a coarse granularity (data structure level), allowing for an accurate assessment of the access rate with minimal overhead.

**Tiered-memory in data centers.** Some data center operators [43, 76] have chosen to implement the slow memory tier using compressed DRAM or RDMA [4, 30, 59, 63] instead of new, directly-accessible memory technologies, such as 3DXP [56, 57] and CXL, considered in this paper. Linux
Zswap and related mechanisms compress swapped pages but are not fast enough for load/store-based interfaces. Other previous works [1, 50] dynamically tune the capacity of different memory tiers to improve cost efficiency while maintaining the service level objective. However, they offer no general solution on how to estimate the run time for a memory configuration. Mnemo [22] is a memory sizing tool designed only for key-value stores such as Memcached, Redis, and DynamoDB and cannot be used with general applications. HNVM [82] employs a hybrid of fast NVM (BBNVM) and slow NVM (PCM) as a persistent, compute-side cache. It optimizes the fast-NVM & slow-NVM ratio for an application. Unlike our work, HNVM utilizes costly exhaustive searches to build application performance profiles. In the context of computational memory, Sidekick [44] leverages Genetic Algorithms to optimize the placement of computations, tailoring placement decisions for each function invocation context individually.

Selecting cloud configurations. Machine learning techniques [52, 58, 67, 69] such as KNN, Support Vector Machines (SVM), or regression can be used to predict application performance under a certain machine configuration. However, traditional machine learning is not conscious of the search cost and may require a large number of samples. Ernest [69] has investigated reducing the amount of training data with experimental design. However, the usage of Ernest is limited as it can only be used to predict the optimal number of instances for analytic workloads. CherryPick [3] relies on Bayesian optimization to reduce the number of samples that are necessary to reach a cost-optimal configuration. Our work instead utilizes the application-specific properties, and, as a result, minimizes the number of test runs required for performance estimation. While Selecta [41] focuses on selecting storage configurations, our work investigates how to select memory configurations for the cloud with heterogeneous memories.

Data center scheduling and resource allocation. Prior work on cloud scheduling is complementary to our research. Existing work on cloud schedulers [26, 27, 29, 66, 71, 81] typically tries to increase the resource efficiency using heuristics; however, optimizations on the scheduler can be useless if the VM workload as determined by the selection of machine configurations is fundamentally unbalanced. Optimization [6, 18, 75] such as resource harvesting and oversubscribing that further improve resource utilization are orthogonal to our work.

7 Conclusions

This work investigates how to quickly identify ideal memory configurations for applications in tiered-memory cloud systems. TMC captures application-specific properties with existing performance monitoring hardware and uses them for accurate performance prediction. We demonstrate that TMC reduces the search cost by up to 4x while recommending high-quality configurations. Our approach additionally improves resource efficiency by 17% on average versus a naive policy that requests optimal allocations for each application in isolation. As a result, TMC provides the tools to efficiently support emerging tiered memory systems and to reap both performance and cost benefits.
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